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LEXISNEXIS SUMMARY:
... The sight of a fan injured by a foul ball is an unfortunate but regular feature of professional baseball games. ...
While there were earlier lawsuits that were resolved at the trial court level, the first appellate court opinion dealing with
a spectator injured by a foul ball at a professional baseball game was Crane v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co.,
decided in 1913 by the Kansas City division of the Missouri Court of Appeals. In Crane, the court upheld a lower court
dismissal of a lawsuit filed by a fan injured by a foul ball during a minor league baseball game in Kansas City, and, in
the process, articulated a conceptual framework for the resolution of ballpark operator liability cases which would be
followed for the rest of the twentieth century. ... In his complaint, Crane asserted that the ballpark owner had been
negligent in failing to screen in the entire grandstand and that this negligence was the proximate cause of his injury. ... )
The possibility of being struck by a foul ball was "one of the natural risks encountered by spectators of a professional
baseball game," but a spectator who sat in a protected seat "did not assume the risks resulting from such negligence. ...
TEXT:
[*485]
The sight of a fan injured by a foul ball is an unfortunate but regular feature of professional baseball games. Similarly, lawsuits by injured fans against the operators of ballparks have been a regular feature of litigation involving the
national pastime. n1 While the general legal rule that spectators are considered to have assumed the risk of injury from
foul balls has been reiterated over and over, injured plaintiffs have continued to sue in hope of establishing liability on
the part of the park owner. n2 Although the number of such lawsuits that culminated in published judicial reports is quite
large, it is somewhat surprising that the first cases to reach the appellate court level did not do so until the early 1910s,
nearly a half century after the beginnings of commercialized baseball. n3
[*486] While there were earlier lawsuits that were resolved at the trial court level, n4 the first appellate court
opinion dealing with a spectator injured by a foul ball at a professional baseball game was Crane v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co., n5 decided in 1913 by the Kansas City division of the Missouri Court of Appeals. In Crane, the
court upheld a lower court dismissal of a lawsuit filed by a fan injured by a foul ball during a minor league baseball
game in Kansas City, n6 and, in the process, articulated a conceptual framework for the resolution of ballpark operator
liability cases which would be followed for the rest of the twentieth century.
This article examines the reasons for the relatively late judicial resolution of the foul ball injury question. It also
explores the circumstances that brought this issue before the Missouri Court of Appeals in 1913, and the general legal
principles upon which the court drew in formulating its decision. Finally, it looks at the process by which the Crane
decision came to be accepted as the definitive statement of the rules applying to spectator injuries at baseball games.
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I. Spectator Injuries and the Early History of Baseball
Why it took so long for the issue of ballpark operator liability for spectator injuries to reach the appellate court level is
one of many perplexing "why" questions associated with the game of baseball. Whatever the answer, it was certainly
not that foul balls were a rare occurrence. In 1914, a Missouri court estimated that during a typical professional baseball
game and the batting practice that preceded it, approximately seventy balls were "fouled by the batters in every possible
direction." n7 However, it is true that the problem of foul balls was probably not as acute in the formative era of American baseball as it was after the mid-1880s. In their mid-nineteenth century form, the rules of baseball required the pitcher to deliver the ball in an under-handed fashion without bending his [*487] elbow. n8 As long as such a restriction on
pitching remained in place, skilled batters had little trouble hitting the ball squarely, and thus sharply hit foul balls infrequently entered the areas in which spectators where likely to be situated, especially the territory behind the home
plate area and along the foul lines. Such rules also guaranteed that offense would dominate over defense. In the 1860s,
single digit run totals were rare, and nine inning scores of more than one hundred runs were not unheard of. In 1867, the
Athletic Club of Philadelphia, probably the best team in the United States, scored more than fifty runs in twenty of its
forty-seven games, with a single game high of 118. n9 That same year, the National Club of Washington, D.C., broke the
century mark on three different occasions. n10 Even the Eckford Club of Brooklyn, whose record of 6-16-1 was the worst
of any of the nation's top teams, scored twenty or more runs in thirteen of its games. n11 Concern that batters were too
dominant prompted the adoption of a number of pitching rules in the 1860s and 1870s designed to allow pitchers to
throw the ball with greater speed.
The "stiff arm" restriction was abandoned in 1868, but scores remained quite high. n12 To compound the problem,
beginning in 1871, batters were permitted to call for a high or low pitch and if the pitcher failed to accommodate, a ball
was called. The balance began to change in 1872, when pitchers were permitted to bend their elbows, making it possible
to throw underhanded curve balls. In 1878, the pitcher was permitted to raise the ball as high as his waist before delivering it to the batter, and in 1883 the line was elevated to the pitcher's shoulder, making "side-arm" pitching legal for the
first time. The next year modern over-handed pitching was permitted. n13
Although a number of pitchers had been able to throw the ball underhanded with impressive velocity, there is no
question that the introduction of overhand pitching in the mid-1880s led to greatly increased pitching speed and with it
an increase in foul balls headed toward spectators. n14 Greater pitching speed also [*488] made catching a more precarious position, which led to the introduction of the catcher's mask (1870s) and the chest protector (1880s) in this same
era. n15 From the point of view of spectators, the area directly behind home plate became particularly dangerous with the
faster pace of pitching. The frequency of injuries suffered by those who continued to watch games from that vantage
point earned it the nickname the "slaughter pen." n16
The absence of reported cases also cannot be attributed to protective features of nineteenth and early twentieth century ballparks since there was little in the design of early baseball parks that offered protection against these types of
injuries. Even wire backstops were not a standard feature in parks before the 1880s. n17 Diagrams of fields from the
1870s show a "catcher's fence" approximately thirty feet behind home plate, but these wooden fences were designed
more for the containment of passed balls and wild pitches than they were for the protection of fans. n18 Spectator seating
areas were rudimentary at best, and early grandstands contained little in the way of protective features.
Concern for the safety of spectators seated behind the playing field - or at least concern that the increased number
of foul balls might drive away customers - eventually led most ballpark operators to screen in portions of their seating
areas. The first professional team to do this was apparently the Providence Grays of the National League who did so in
1879. n19 Other teams soon followed suit. In spite of the safety they provided, the new screens were not always well received. In Milwaukee, then a member of the minor league Northwestern League, a wire screen was erected in front of
the grandstand on June 25, 1884, but was removed seven days later because of fan complaints about the obstructed
view. n20 Nevertheless, by the late 1880s, it was commonplace for owners of baseball parks used by professional teams
to screen in the portion of the grandstand directly behind home plate. n21 However, other parts of the grandstand and all
bleacher seats remained unscreened and unprotected. It is also probably true that most injuries resulting from foul balls
in the nineteenth century were, as [*489] today, insufficiently serious to warrant a lawsuit. However, there is no reason to think that some of the injuries incurred before 1913 were not substantial. In 1888, Washingtonian Aaron Potts
claimed that his injuries stemming from being hit by a baseball at a major league game amounted to $ 5,000. n22 Moreover, there were several cases decided between 1914 and 1920 that featured significant injuries, and there was no significant difference in the equipment used to protect fans from injuries during this period that would explain an increase in
serious injuries over the earlier period. n23 It is possible that ballpark owners paid the medical expenses of injured fans,
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but given what we know about the business history of professional baseball, that seems unlikely. On the other hand,
cultural attitudes may have been at play, and baseball fans of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era may have felt reluctant to blame their injuries on the ballpark owner. Instead, they may have attributed their misfortune to either bad luck,
their own bad judgment, or fate. This would be consistent with the view of the late nineteenth century as an era of individualism and individual accountability, or as legal historian G. Edward White once put it, "an age entranced with the
idea that each man was equally capable of protecting himself against injury." n24
Of course, the most critical question regarding the paucity of foul ball cases was whether or not a spectator injured
by a foul ball had a right to sue the operator of the ballpark under any circumstances. Obviously, one explanation for the
lack of lawsuits could be a widespread understanding that there was no right to sue. Was it the conventional wisdom
before 1913 that a suit against the ballpark operator was doomed to fail? That is, of course, an extremely difficult question to answer since there were no previous cases or statutes directly on point. However, an examination of the relevant
legal principles in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries suggests that the issue of liability was at least a debatable proposition.
II. The Legal Duties of Ballpark Owners
In formal legal terms, the paying spectator at a professional baseball game was a licensee, which meant that he or she
was on the premises with the owner's permission. The traditional duty owed to a licensee by the landowner who "invited" him on to his property was only to protect the licensee from unforeseeable hazards incident to the condition of the
premises. Responsibility for ordinary risks incident to the condition of the premises was assumed by the [*490] licensee, and the landowner was not obligated to protect licensees against known hazards or unsafe conditions, or even
warn them of their existence. n25 If this were the controlling standard, it would be nearly impossible for a spectator to
recover against a ballpark operator since the possibility of a foul ball injury was not "unforeseeable" but simply an ordinary risk which would fall on the licensee.
However, by the 1870s, it was widely accepted that a landowner owed a greater duty to a licensee who was on the
premises to conduct business beneficial to both parties. In such circumstances, the licensee was known as an "invitee,"
or "business visitor." This modification of the law of licenses was usually traced to the 1866 English case of Indermaur
v. Dames, n26 where the court held that an owner was obligated to protect the business visitor against dangers of which
he (the proprietor) knew or should have known. n27 The "business visitor" rule of Indermaur was quickly embraced by
both American courts and treatise writers. It was endorsed by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts less than
two years after the English case was decided, and over the course of the next twenty years the English case was cited
with approval in at least twenty-six different judicial opinions by a variety of American courts, including the United
States Supreme Court. n28 In 1883, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts first applied the rule to a place of public
amusement when it held that a proprietor of a dance hall open to the ticket-buying public was obligated to maintain the
hall in a reasonably safe condition. n29 Both Judge Thomas Cooley and legal scholar Seymour Thompson endorsed the
application of the rule to such establishments in their highly influential tort treatises. n30 As Thompson put it: "The duties
thus imposed on the owners of business houses apply with special force to proprietors of public exhibitions, public-houses, and other establishments to which the public are invited to resort in large numbers." n31 Presumably, baseball
parks were included in this category.
[*491] By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, the business visitor rule had been applied to a wide
variety of public amusements and exhibitions. n32 The 1901 edition of Thompson's treatise on the law of negligence described the proprietors of public exhibitions as having "a special duty imposed by the principles of the law to exercise
reasonable care in construction, maintenance and management, to the end of protecting the public so coming upon their
premises." n33 Reasonable care, according to Thompson, was "a degree of care proportioned to the danger incurred, and
to the number of persons who will be subjected to that danger." n34 Or, as the Illinois Supreme Court described it in
1895,

If an owner or occupier of land either directly or by implication induces persons to come upon his premises, he thereby
assumes an obligation that such premises are in a reasonably safe condition, so that the persons there by his invitation
shall not be injured by them, or in their use for the purpose for which the invitation was extended. n35
Under this definition of duty, an injured spectator could argue that a ballpark with unprotected seats was not in a safe
condition, particularly given the predictability of foul ball related injuries and their potential for serious harm. n36
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The business visitor rule seemed to suggest that a ballpark operator had a duty to protect his patrons from harm, but
there were problems in applying the rule to injuries from foul balls. First of all, the cases in which the business visitor
rule had been applied almost always involved defects in the premises or dangerous conditions of which the invitee was
unaware when he entered the property and which were not immediately apparent. This, of course, could not be said for
most potential plaintiffs in foul ball cases. Few who attended professional baseball games would have been unaware of
the frequency of foul balls or the damage that they could do. While a patron at a baseball game could maintain in good
faith that he had no reason to assume that the grandstand in which he was seated was [*492] anything but properly
constructed in regard to its ability to support the weight of the spectators, he could not claim that he assumed that an
unscreened grandstand would protect him from foul balls.
How patron knowledge of a defect or problem affected the duty of the proprietor under the business visitor rule had
been infrequently litigated, particularly in the context of places of public amusement and exhibition. However, one
could find language in judicial opinions that suggested that such knowledge excused the proprietor from liability. In
Carleton v. Franconia Iron & Steel Co., n37 the 1866 Massachusetts case mentioned above, future United States Supreme
Court Justice Horace Gray addressed this very question when he wrote:

The owner or occupant of land is liable in damages to those coming to it, using due care, at his invitation or inducement,
express or implied, on any business to be transacted with or permitted by him, for an injury occasioned by the unsafe
condition of the land or of the access to it, which is known to him and not to them, and which he has negligently suffered to exist and has given them no notice of. n38
Gray's opinion suggested a number of problems for an injured spectator trying to sue a ballpark operator for negligence. First, the language suggested that no further duty might lie if the invitee either knew of, or was warned about, the
dangerous situation. Moreover, his formulation of the rule suggested that the defenses of contributory negligence and
assumption of risk might be available to the proprietor even if it was found that he had breached the duty of care owed
to his business invitees. In the tort law of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, contributory negligence by
the plaintiff operated as an absolute bar in actions for negligence. n39 (The one widely recognized exception - the doctrine of last clear chance - would be of no value here since it would be the spectator who had the last chance to avert the
accident.) If the plaintiff knew of the danger of foul balls and chose to sit in an unprotected seat, then he or she opened
himself to the charge that his or her own negligence - that is, his or her own failure to act in a reasonable fashion - had
contributed to the cause of his or her own injury.
Moreover, during the same period, the doctrine of assumption of risk became a universal principle of American tort
law. n40 It had long been recognized [*493] that a licensee on the land of another assumed responsibility for any risk
not covered by the landowner's duty, but the formal doctrine of assumption of risk meant that even in areas where the
landowner owed a duty of care, that duty could be obviated by the licensee's remaining on the premises after becoming
aware of the problem. Similarly, if the ticket buyer was aware that the defendant had negligently failed to place screens
in front of all the seats in the ballpark, then the ticket buyer had assumed the risk of injury by sitting there. To make
matters worse for the potential plaintiff, in 1908, the Michigan Supreme Court had used the example of the baseball fan
who watches a game from a position where he knows that he might be struck by a batted ball as an illustration of an
obvious example of the assumption of a risk. n41
To prevail over such defenses, the plaintiff would have to persuade a court that the landowner's duty was such that
a mere general awareness that the plaintiff might be injured was insufficient to relieve the landowner of the higher duty
owed to the business invitee. In spite of the power of the doctrine of assumption of risk, such limitations did exist. Certain types of businesses, like common carriers and innkeepers, could not avoid liability for failure to provide safe premises even if their patrons were aware of the business's negligence. In addition, it was frequently stated that when one
person owed a duty to another, "the person for whose protection the duty exists cannot be held to have assumed risks of
injury created solely by a negligent breach of such duty." n42 Moreover, if the landowner assured his or her customers
that the premises were safe, the invitee did not assume the risk that the premises were unsafe. n43 Finally, there was no
assumption of risk where the defendant left the plaintiff with no reasonable alternative. Thus, it had been held that a
tenant did not assume the risk of the landlord's negligence in maintaining the entrance to a building when there was no
other way in or out of the building, nor did a landowner assume the risk of defective highway when it was the only
available route away from his property. n44 If a court could be convinced that the spectator at a baseball game was in an
analogous situation, then liability might very will attach.
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III. Crane v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co.
It was against this doctrinal backdrop that S.J. Crane brought his suit against the Kansas City Baseball and Exhibition
Company. The defendant owned and operated the Kansas City Blues of the minor league American Association. The
Blues played their home games at Association Park, located at the intersection of [*494] 19th and Olive Streets in
Kansas City. n45 The game at which Crane was injured was apparently played in 1910. n46
Upon his arrival at the park, Crane paid fifty cents for a general admission ticket. (The other option was a twenty-five cent bleacher seat.) Since there were no reserved seats, Crane's ticket entitled him to sit in any unoccupied seat in
the 6000 to 7000 seat grandstand. n47 The grandstand was located behind home plate and extended in foul territory down
the third base line past third base and into the outfield. Bleachers then continued from the end of the grandstand to the
left field wall. There were apparently no seats located on the right field side of the park. n48 The portion of the grandstand
behind home plate and extending down the foul line to third base was protected by "intervening wire netting of very
loose mesh." n49 Crane could have taken a seat behind the wire netting but chose instead to sit in an unprotected seat in
the grandstand beyond third base. At some point during the game, Crane was struck by a foul ball. The nature of his
injuries were not described by the court, but they were apparently not too serious, as he requested only one hundred
dollars in damages. n50
Sometime after the game, Crane filed a civil action against the team in the Jackson County Circuit Court. In his
complaint, Crane asserted that the ballpark owner had been negligent in failing to screen in the entire grandstand and
that this negligence was the proximate cause of his injury. In response, the defendants issued a general denial of the
plaintiff's claim and further maintained that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence and had assumed the risk
of his injuries. n51
[*495] Crane's case turned entirely on the question of the extent and nature of the duty owed by the defendant to
its patrons. Because there was no disagreement as to what had happened, the two parties submitted an agreed upon
statement of facts. Both stipulated that if the court found that these facts gave rise to a legally recognized cause of action, defendants were liable for one hundred dollars plus court costs. In this statement, Crane admitted that he was
knowledgeable about baseball and was aware of the possibility of an injury like the one he suffered, or, as the statement
put it: ""Baseball is our national game, and the rules governing it and the manner in which it is played and the risks and
dangers incident thereto are matters of common knowledge.'" n52 Circuit Court Judge W.O. Thomas refused to accept
Crane's argument that the defendants' duty included an obligation to screen in the entire grandstand. Instead, he dismissed Crane's complaint on the grounds that he was not entitled to recover under the facts as a matter of law. n53 Crane
then filed an appeal, which under Missouri law was heard by the Court of Appeals for western Missouri.
The ruling that Crane sought from the appellate court would have had dramatic consequences for the professional
baseball industry, since the rule he advocated would have required every ballpark owner to screen in the entire seating
area - something that was not done in any baseball park in the United States - or else be prepared to pay the medical
expenses and other costs of every fan who was struck by a ball that went into the stands. Implementing these changes
would be quite difficult. While grandstands could presumably be screened simply by extending the existing screen to
both ends of the structure, providing protection for bleacher seats would have required the construction of a large free
standing screen, which would basically convert the bleachers into a grandstand (and presumably lead to an increase in
ticket prices). Furthermore, until the mid-1930s, it was a common practice during sold out games to allow standing
room only fans to stand in a roped-off area in the outfield. n54 Obviously, the only way to protect such fans from injury
by fair balls as well as foul ones would be to terminate the practice altogether. More significantly, a screening requirement would almost certainly disappoint large numbers of baseball fans. Then, as now, the screened-in seats behind
home plate were not necessarily the most popular places to sit. In spite of the possibility of injury, many fans preferred
the unobstructed view of an unscreened seat, a fact that would be noted in the court's opinion. n55 If every seat in the
ballpark was behind a screen, attendance would more likely go down than up. n56
Finally, Crane's case presented no special circumstances that might allow the court to decide in his favor on a more
narrow basis. He was not a child; he was [*496] not elderly; he was not a woman who had been admitted to the park
free of charge on Ladies Day; he was not nearly blind or deaf; he was not an uneducated fan attending his first baseball
game; he had not been denied the opportunity to sit in a protected seat; he had not been directed to the wrong seat by an
usher; his injury was not the result of an unusual occurrence during the game; the ball that had struck him was the ball
in play during the game itself; and the ball had not curved in some improbable way - the very sorts of factors that would
characterize much of this litigation in future years. n57 Moreover, his injuries had not been very severe to begin with, and
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more than two years had passed between the time of the injury and the appeal, factors that made Crane an unlikely candidate for special sympathy from the court.
Given the above considerations, it is hardly surprising that the three-judge Court of Appeals unanimously affirmed
the decision of the circuit court. n58 In a decision dated February 17, 1913, Judge J.M. Johnson had little trouble seeing
this case as a classic application of the principles of assumption of risk and contributory negligence. Citing the earlier
dicta of the Michigan Supreme Court that spectators at baseball games who voluntarily chose to stand where they might
be hit by a batted ball assume the risk of injury, Johnson asserted that Crane had "assumed the ordinary risks of such
position" when he chose to sit in an unprotected seat. n59 And if, for any reason, he could not be said to have assumed the
risk, he was clearly guilty of contributory negligence because his decision to sit in a seat that he knew was less safe than
one behind the screen was unreasonable. As Johnson put it, "One invited to a place, who is offered a choice of two positions, one of which is less safe than the other, cannot be said to be in the exercise of reasonable care if, with full
knowledge of the risks and dangers, he chooses the more dangerous place. That is a fundamental rule of the law of negligence." n60 Johnson apparently viewed this assertion as so well established that he cited no authority (other than a passing reference to the previously mentioned Michigan case) for his conclusion.
More interesting than the dismissal of Crane's appeal on assumption of risk and contributory negligence grounds,
however, was the court's insistence that it was not saying that the ballpark operator owed no duty of care to his customers or that this duty could always be abrogated by spectators assuming the risk of injury. After summarizing the facts of
the case, Judge Johnson began his analysis by stating what he viewed as the nature of the ballpark owner's duty to his
customers, which was essentially a paraphrase of the business visitor rule: "Defendants were not insurers of the safety
of spectators; but, being engaged in the business of providing a public entertainment for profit, they were bound to exercise [*497] reasonable care, i.e., care commensurate to the circumstances of the situation, to protect their patrons
against injury." n61
While "care commensurate to the circumstances of the situation" did not require ballpark owners to place a screen
in front of every seat, it did, the court concluded, require that some protected seats be available at every game for those
fans who wanted them. n62 In other words, the risk of injury from foul balls, particularly in the area directly behind home
plate, required the club to make protected seats available for those who desired them. This responsibility could not be
shirked, and it did not matter if the patron either knew of the danger before attending or was warned of it upon entering
the park. If the spectator who asked for a protected seat was denied one, his or her decision to remain at the park anyway would not constitute an assumption of risk, and if they were injured by a ball batted or thrown in the stands, the
operator would be liable.
However, if protected seats were offered, Judge Johnson's opinion suggested that the duty of care had been "fully
performed." n63 There was no suggestion that the issue of whether the operator had a duty to screen any particular seat
would have been a proper question for the jury, had Crane decided to request a jury trial. n64 Nor was there any indication that the operator had a duty to warn patrons of the danger of sitting in unprotected seats (although this issue would
arise in later cases in other jurisdictions). The decision in Crane announced the existence of a limited but unwaiveable
duty, and at the same time offered ballpark owners clear directions as to how to satisfy their obligations. In many ways,
it was a decidedly practical solution and one that accepted the current practices of the industry as reasonable. Park owners were not strictly liable for injuries that occurred on the premises, but at the same time they could not relieve themselves [*498] of all liability by relying on their patrons' prior knowledge of the danger posed by foul balls.
IV. Refining Crane: Edling v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co.
Judge Johnson and the Crane court had the opportunity to elaborate on the rule pertaining to the duty of care owed to
spectators less than a year later when a second ballpark injury case made its way onto the court's docket. In Edling v.
Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co., n65 the court was faced with a situation in which a fan had taken a protected seat
but was nevertheless injured by a foul ball. Charles A. Edling had been struck in the face by a foul ball at a Kansas City
Blues game on May 31, 1911. Like Crane, he had paid fifty cents for a grandstand seat, but unlike Crane he had taken a
seat behind the screen. In fact, Edling had chosen to sit directly behind home plate, so that he could see the pitcher
"curve the ball." n66 Edling's seat was approximately halfway up in the grandstand, a location that should have provided
him complete protection from foul balls. Nevertheless, during the game, a foul ball passed through the screen, striking
Edling in the face, breaking his nose, and injuring one of his eyes. n67 Edling later testified that he was watching the
game at the time the incident occurred, but had lost track of the ball once it hit the bat. Thus, he testified, he was not
aware that it had passed through the screen until it hit his face. n68
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The defendant demurred to the evidence, arguing that Edling had assumed the risk of injury by entering the ballpark and that he was contributorily negligent as a matter of law. The defendants' counsel, the Kansas City law firm of
Hadley, Cooper & Neel, had represented the defendant in Crane, and the lawyers clearly attempted to rely on assumption of risk/contributory negligence aspects of the Crane decision. n69 In doing so, they advanced a number of arguments,
including the claim that their client's duty had been satisfied by providing screened seats and that the defendant was not
responsible for balls that might pass through the screen. (In this regard, they interpreted the "duty" portion of Crane
quite narrowly.) They also insisted that Edling's failure to make an effort to catch or at least dodge the foul ball constituted contributory negligence as a matter of law. n70
Trial Judge Joseph A. Guthrie rejected the defendant's motion for summary judgment, finding that the facts in this
case created a legal question different from that involved in Crane. It appears that Guthrie was particularly dismissive of
the argument that Edling had been negligent in failing to avoid the ball once it passed through the screen. Guthrie probably agreed with the statement of the plaintiff's [*499] counsel that "if the Kansas City Blues had kept their eyes on
the ball with the accuracy defendant says plaintiff should have displayed, they would have attained a higher place in the
race for the pennant." n71 Consequently, Guthrie submitted the question of the defendant's negligence to the jury on the
issue of whether the team had exercised reasonable care in the maintenance of the screen. n72
At the trial, the officers and employees of the team testified that the fence was well-maintained, that consideration
for the fans' view of the game required that relatively thin wire be used for the screen, and that the passage of the ball
through the screen was a freak occurrence which could not have been anticipated. n73 Edling's evidence was in sharp
contrast, portraying the team as careless in its maintenance of the screen and the screen itself as "old, worn, and defective" and containing several holes, including one almost a square foot in area (through which the ball that struck Edling
had passed). n74 The jury clearly believed Edling's witnesses and returned a verdict of $ 3,500. n75
On appeal, the Court of Appeals had little trouble upholding the trial court verdict under the standard it had set
forth in Crane. In another opinion written by Judge Johnson, the Edling court emphasized that its Crane holding had
established that the park owner's duty to his patrons required the provision of ""seats protected by screening from wildly
thrown or foul balls for the use of patrons who desired such protection.'" n76 Now the court elaborated on what that duty
entailed and in doing so invoked principles of contract law as well as tort law. When an operator addressed this duty by
screening off part of the grandstand, Johnson explained, he "impliedly assured spectators who paid for admission to the
grand stand that seats behind the screen were reasonably protected" n77 and that the operator had exercised "reasonable
care to keep the screen free from defects." n78 (In other words, the "contract" between the spectator and the park owner
contained implicit terms guaranteeing that the screen would ordinarily protect them from the possibility of injury.) The
possibility of being struck by a foul ball was "one of the natural risks encountered by spectators of a professional baseball game," n79 but a spectator who sat in a protected seat "did not assume the risks resulting from such negligence." n80
Although the plaintiff might have been guilty of contributory negligence if he had known about the hole in the fence
and had declined to move, Edling's testimony was that he had not noticed the [*500] defective feature of the screen
until after his injury. Consequently, the court found that the issues of the defendant's negligence and the plaintiff's attentiveness were properly questions for the jury, and if the jury had found that it had been negligent, then nothing pertaining to Edling's conduct relieved it of liability. n81 In other words, while not obligated to screen every seat in the park, the
team was obligated not only to provide protected seats for those fans who desired them, but also to maintain those seats
in a reasonable manner.
V. The Legacy of Crane and Edling
Although the Kansas City branch of the Missouri Court of Appeals was hardly one of the most prestigious courts in the
United States, its focus on the qualified duty of the ballpark operator has governed the way in which spectator injury
issues have been treated down to the present day. Less than five months after the decision in Crane, and before the decision in Edling, the Minnesota Supreme Court handed down a decision involving a similar lawsuit by a spectator against
the Minneapolis club of the American Association. In Wells v. Minneapolis Baseball & Athletic Association, n82 Minnesota's highest court borrowed liberally from the decision in Crane to overturn a jury verdict in a case involving a female spectator, Echo L. Wells, who had apparently come to the park as part of a ladies' day promotion. Large portions
of the Crane opinion were quoted verbatim, and the court accepted the Missouri court's formulation that the operator of
the ballpark had a duty of reasonable care upon which spectators could rely. n83 However, the Wells court held that the
duty did not extend to an obligation to screen in the entire park or to absolutely guarantee the safety of spectators. n84
In 1919, the Supreme Court of Washington held that a baseball fan who chose to sit in an unscreened rather than a
screened seat was barred, as a matter of law, from suing the operator of the ballpark for negligence when struck by a
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foul ball. n85 In doing so, the court reversed an earlier decision. n86 The issue was whether the plaintiff stated a cause of
action in arguing that the ballpark operator was negligent in deciding which parts of the park should be screened. The
court, citing Crane and Wells, held that he could not. n87 Having provided a screened in section of the park, the operator
had satisfied his responsibility, and by choosing to sit elsewhere the plaintiff now bore the responsibility for his injury.
n88
In the next two [*501] decades, courts in a variety of other jurisdictions followed suit and adopted the rule in
Crane. n89 Moreover, even though the issue was repeatedly raised in Missouri courts, there was no movement away from
the decisions of 1913 and 1914. n90
By the 1930s, Crane was widely recognized as a leading case in the law of landowner liability generally, as well as
the principal case regarding the liability of the operators of sporting arenas and stadiums. It was the only baseball case
mentioned in Chapter 7, Conduct Required to Prevent Risk of Harm-Affirmative Obligations, of Harper's influential
1933 treatise on torts, n91 as well as the only such case cited in the Business Visitors section in the first edition of Prosser
on Torts. n92 It was cited approvingly in at least thirty-seven subsequent judicial opinions, many of which involved sports
or activities other than baseball. n93 While neither Crane nor Edling has been cited in a judicial opinion in recent years,
the principle for which they stand has not been overruled. n94 Rather, the principle for which the cases stand has been
recited so many times in subsequent judicial opinions, courts and treatise writers have been satisfied to cite sources of
more recent vintage rather than trace the principle back to its origins. n95
While the names S.J. Crane, Judge J.M. Johnson, and Charles Edling appear in none of the standard histories of
professional baseball, their contribution to the development of the legal framework of professional spectator sports was
of great significance. Even if the rule adopted in Crane only reasserted the conventional wisdom on issues of liability, it
was still the first clear judicial expression of this point of view, and every subsequent opinion was written in response to
Crane. At [*502] least in the annuals of the legal history of American sports, the participants in Crane v. Kansas City
Baseball & Exhibition Co. deserve far greater recognition than they have received.
Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
TortsPremises Liability & PropertyGeneral Premises LiabilityDuties of CareDuty on PremisesInviteesBusiness InviteesTortsPremises Liability & PropertyGeneral Premises LiabilityDuties of CareDuty on PremisesLicenseesTortsPremises Liability & PropertyGeneral Premises LiabilityPremisesRecreational FacilitiesSports Facilities
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